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CUSTOMER:
A leading biochemistry manufacturing company

CHALLENGE:
Inefficiency and excessive costs in pack-out and shipping

The company utilized an overly complex set of seven thermal shipping system SKUs and 10 cooling 
element SKUs at two U.S. distribution centers. With these complex legacy systems, pack-out and 
pack-out design had to be manually modi�ed depending on the product being shipped. This 
added time as well as cost. Additionally, one of the systems was designed to optimize payload 
dimensions and pack-out quantities. As a result, the company often sent out partially full payloads 
or had to unnecessarily send repeated shipments to the same location. In addition, the systems 
were single-use with very low reusability/recyclability of components – a problem for this 
customer since it took great pride in reducing its environmental impact worldwide.

SOLUTION:
Cold Chain GTS Excel pre-qualified “off-the-shelf” shipping systems

The company implemented and adapted variations of Cold Chain Technologies’ KoolTemp® GTS 
Excel 6L, 12L, and 26L shipping systems. These systems were adapted to meet the customer’s 
challenging thermal pro�le, duration and payload size requirements.

While the GTS Excel shipping systems came very close to meeting the customer’s needs “o� the shelf,” 
minimum design modi�cations were required. For example, while the GTS Excel line is a universal 
solution for 2nd day air shipments, the customer needed its solutions to perform for 56 hours. Also, 
the dimensions of the standard GTS Excel line payload boxes were initially not optimal to maximize 
pack-out quantities for the customer’s highest-volume products. The modi�cations to meet these 
requirements were accomplished quickly, thanks in part to KoolDesigns® thermal modeling.

“KoolDesigns thermal modeling allowed us, in a virtual space, to test dozens of di�erent shipping 
solutions under varying conditions in a fraction of the time it would take to run traditional 
chamber tests,” said a company spokesperson. “This enabled us to tweak the systems for maximum 
e�ciency and very quickly design custom tailored solutions built o� a modular product family 
already in existence.”
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RESULTS:
Dramatic reduction in shipping costs, streamlined processes, fewer errors

      • A 20-plus% reduction in total shipping material costs. 

        purchased and stored: from seven shipping system SKUs to three and from 
        10 cooling element SKUs to two.

      • More streamlined operations, inventory management and increased 
        operator satisfaction.

      • Reduced complexity in pack-outs and reduced errors.

      • Reduced environmental impact with enhanced sustainability, due to increased 
        ability to recycle and reuse. 

In addition, the Cold Chain Technologies shipping systems have been so successful that the 
company incorporated them into its quality agreements with other vendors, thus ensuring 

“We evolved from systems that were moderately complex, which can lead to errors, to 
systems that are very intuitive, and have design synergy for simple repeatability,” said the 
company spokesperson. “We did all this in 10 months, which was an aggressive timeline. 
With our project team working closely with Cold Chain Technologies, we delivered a 

important milestone for our North American supply chain.”


